Bb Learn Helper

Introduction

This is a bookmarklet, or a web browser bookmark or favorite, that you can put on your web browser's bookmark bar or favorites bar. Then, on most any Bb Learn webpage that you are on, you can get a link for help about that specific tool or page, or at least help with Bb Learn in general. In particular, you can get help to avoid common issues with: Bb Learn Tests & Bb Learn Assignments.

Instructions

Visit the website below & follow the instructions there.

https://www.cs.drexel.edu/~mjg88/Bb_Helper.html

Need Assistance to Install?

Contact ihelp@drexel.edu or call 215-895-2480.

We only provide support for Drexel's College of Computing & Informatics (CCI).

More Help?

Click link above to collapse this area.

Contact Mike Galloway, Drexel CCI Technology Services Manager, at mjg88@drexel.edu.

*Additional Assistance is ONLY for Drexel University - College of Computing & Informatics (CCI) instructors, faculty, professional staff, and students.*

Anyone else should contact technical support for their own college, department, university, organization, or business.

You can contact Drexel ITG Blackboard Support as well regarding technical issues related to Bb Learn, but Mike knows what they know about Bb Learn and is much more intimately aware of issues related to Drexel CCI courses.
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